
Trained personnel can protect your critical operations. If you work with Woodward Industrial mechanical governors or electronic controls  
systems as a plant or vessel supervisor, instrumentation and electrical (I&E) engineer, maintenance operations or an applications engineer, 
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accessories allow their engines to operate together, either on or off the 

be explained and connected to a loop test set.

 
parameters, installation, wiring, operating procedures, programming,  
and troubleshooting. The hands on portion includes programming,  

closed loop test set.

Both the hardware and software will be covered in class. During the course, 
the control will be programmed and monitored with Woodward Watch  
Window and a hand-held programmer. The control will be operated using a 
closed loop test set to simulate an engine.

Learn more about the basics of power management. This course will  
 

installation, operation, maintenance plus hands-on programming,  

This class covers theory, installation, maintenance and troubleshooting  
of the Woodward E3 air-fuel ratio control in Lean Burn, Trim or Full Authority 

 
covers theory, installation, programming, operation and maintenance of the  

 
training includes time for programming, adjustments and troubleshooting 

    

Esta capacitación le dará la oportunidad de aprender más sobre los  

diseñada para explicar la operación, teoría, instalación, tipo de cableado 

ajustes y técnicas de solución de problemas con aplicaciones relacionadas 

Learn about the Woodward EGCP-3. This class will begin with  
an introduction to the basics of power management. The installation,  
programming, troubleshooting, and operation of the EGCP-3 will be  
covered and class members will gain hands-on experience in programming 
the control.

 
mechanical drive applications. Hardware, software, and programming will be  
demonstrated; the control connected to a closed loop test set. Learn how 

 
 

operating a mechanical drive.

This class will give you opportunity to learn about PG mechanical governor. 
In this class you will learn theory, installation, operation and maintenance 
of the governor. Calibration and troubleshooting done using the test stand.

steam turbines. This class is designed to explain the operation, theory,  
installation, programming, and maintenance. The hands-on portion will include 

class is designed to explain the operation, theory, installation, programming, 
and maintenance. The hands-on portion will include time for programming,  

This class will give you opportunity to learn about UG governor.  
In this class you will learn theory, installation, operation and maintenance 
of the governor. Calibration and troubleshooting done using the test stand.


